
To our Glee Musical Theater Camp Campers, Parents and Guardians: 

As of this time (April 27th 2020),  we have every intention of holding Glee Camp for the summer of 2020, during the 
scheduled dates of June 29th - July 17th.  Given the recent briefing by Governor Andrew Cuomo, we feel cautiously 
optimistic about our 10th camp season.  Glee Camp means as much to us, as it does our campers that return year after year. 
With the current state of affairs, we will continue to monitor the situation as it unfolds, as always, keeping the safety of our 
campers as our top priority. 

For a few reasons, partly financial and partly due to the uncertainty of the accessibility of the AJHS, should the state require 
schools to remain closed until the fall,  we have made the decision to move camp to the Auburn Church of the 
Nazarene, located at 3360 E. Genseee Street,  just outside the city of Auburn.  The church facility has ample space for 
our needs and has agreed to our usage of the space.  

Because the health and welfare of our campers is at the top of our priority list, we have also made the hard decision 
to cap registration at 80 campers. To keep each group small,  and to maintain healthy spacing (if we are required to do 
so) to protect our campers and staff while still creating a fun, meaningful and creative camp this summer. , we are setting 
caps on each group.   Below you will find the spaces that remain for each group.  

■ Acting - 4 spaces remain 
■ Backstage 2 spaces remain 
■ Dancing 3 spaces remain 
■ Singing 2 spaces remain 
■ Jrs 1 space remains 
■ Minis Currently Full 

When each group reaches capacity, a message will be posted on this page and on the registration page on our 
website.  

Like you, we are monitoring the situation carefully. We understand how much this camp means to the campers and the 
community and we will do everything in our power to keep Glee Camp open during these unprecedented times.  If restrictions 
are not lifted, and camp needs to be cancelled,  full refunds will be issued to all registrants via the original mode of 
payment.  

If you have any questions or concerns, please feel free to shoot us an email at hopeandharmonyPAC@gmail.com 

  

 


